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PAPER

A New Multiple-Round Dimension-Order Routing for
Networks-on-Chip

Binzhang FU†,††, Student Member, Yinhe HAN†,††a), Huawei LI†,††, Members, and Xiaowei LI†,††, Nonmember

SUMMARY The Network-on-Chip (NoC) is limited by the reliability
constraint, which impels us to exploit the fault-tolerant routing. Generally,
there are two main design objectives: tolerating more faults and achieving
high network performance. To this end, we propose a new multiple-round
dimension-order routing (NMR-DOR). Unlike existing solutions, besides
the intermediate nodes inter virtual channels (VCs), some turn-legally in-
termediate nodes inside each VC are also utilized. Hence, more faults are
tolerated by those new introduced intermediate nodes without adding ex-
tra VCs. Furthermore, unlike the previous solutions where some VCs are
prioritized, the NMR-DOR provides a more flexible manner to evenly dis-
tribute packets among different VCs. With extensive simulations, we prove
that the NMR-DOR maximally saves more than 90% unreachable node
pairs blocked by faults in previous solutions, and significantly reduces the
packet latency compared with existing solutions.
key words: network-on-chip (NoC), fault-tolerant routing, multiple round
dimension-order routing, turn model

1. Introduction

As VLSI technology continues to advance, abundant tran-
sistors are utilized to build many-core chips, where the
Network-on-Chip (NoC) instead of the bus services the
on-chip communication [1]. Unfortunately, as Furber es-
timated [2], although each individual router/link is robust,
NoC still faces a high failure possibility due to the rapidly
increased network size.

In general, faults can be categorized into transient and
permanent faults. For transient faults, they are usually ad-
dressed by the Error-Detection-Code and the retransmission
mechanism. For permanent faults, the solutions are more
complicated.

Some proposals focus on improving the reliability of
individual router/link by sharing or redundance [25]. The
fault-tolerant routing, meanwhile, is utilized to provide
communications for remaining fault-free nodes.

Fault-tolerant routing has a long history. Initially, it
was designed for the multicomputer or multiprocessor sys-
tems. Recently, with the pervasive emergence of NoC, many
of them are inherited and modified to meet the special re-
quirements of NoC.

For example, although the resources within a chip are
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abundant, the part allocated to each individual router is still
limited. Hence, the VCs that were viewed as cheap and
abundant, now become expensive and limited [23]. Fur-
thermore, in NoC, failed components cannot be replaced by
fault-free ones anymore. Hence, in the presence of faults,
the network performance should be kept as high as possible.

Multiple-round routing algorithm has been proved to
be effective to provide fault-tolerant communication due
to several advantages [17], [20]. For example, it facilitates
the design of fast routers by keeping the routing function
simple, and also significantly reduces the complexity of
design verification. Based on the observation of the ef-
fectiveness of multiple-round routing algorithms, this pa-
per proposes a new multiple-round dimension-order routing
(NMR-DOR). Compared with existing multiple-round rout-
ing algorithms [17], [20], the NMR-DOR strongly reduces
the number of unreachable node pairs and further improves
the system performance in the presence of faults.

To achieve the first goal, we propose to use turn-legally
intermediate nodes, where the turn made by two consecutive
routing phases is allowed by the turn model [5]. Thus, there
is no need for adding a separate VC to keep the network
deadlock free. In other words, given the number of VCs, the
NMR-DOR could utilize more intermediate nodes. Hence,
more faults can be tolerated, which also means much fewer
fault-free node pairs will be unreachable.

In [17] and [20], a packet accesses to an VC only if it
finishes the routing phases in all lower indexed VCs. Since
not every packet needs the higher routing phases, the lower
indexed VCs will carry more traffic and be saturated first.
To address this problem, NMR-DOR allows packets to arbi-
trarily select VCs. This makes the traffic more balanced.

The main contribution of this paper is that we propose
a new multiple-round dimension-order routing that has the
following advantages:

1. it exploits the turn-legally intermediate nodes to reduce
the number of VCs and unreachable node pairs,

2. it flexibly treats the packets utilizing turn-legally inter-
mediate nodes to balance traffic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2
discusses the background and related work. Section 3 de-
fines the turn-legally intermediate nodes. Section 4 de-
scribes the proposed routing algorithm. Section 5 proposes
three complementary techniques. Section 6 evaluates the
proposed NMR-DOR. Section 7 gives a discussion about
the NMR-DOR. Section 8 concludes this paper.

Copyright c© 2011 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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2. Background and Related Work

One of the main challenges of fault-tolerant routing is to
keep the network deadlock-free in the presence of faults. In
Sect. 2.1, we summarize the principles to design deadlock-
free routing algorithms. In Sect. 2.2, we review the existing
fault-tolerant routing algorithms, especially the multi-round
routing algorithms, and distinguish the proposed NMR-
DOR from them.

2.1 To Keep a Network Deadlock Free

In general, with wormhole or virtual channel flow control, a
deadlock happens when several packets cannot advance due
to a dependence cycle among themselves. Hence, there are
two major methods to keep a network deadlock-free: pre-
venting the formation of the dependence cycle (deadlock
avoidance) and breaking the cycle when it is formed (dead-
lock recovery).

To date, most NoCs use deadlock avoidance tech-
niques, and there are 3 principles in common use: the Dally
and seitz’s theory [3], the Duato’s theory [4], and the turn
models [5], [6]. We review each of these in turn.

2.1.1 Dally and Seitz’s Theory

The main idea of Dally and Seitz’s theory [3] is to establish
a channel dependence graph, and make sure that no cycle is
formed.

Specifically, an interconnection network, I, is defined
as a strongly connected directed graph, I = G(N,C), where
the vertices, N, represent the set of nodes, and the edges, C,
are the set of channels. The routing function, R : C×N → C,
is responsible for mapping the current channel, cc, and the
destination node, nd, to the next channel cn, i.e., R(cc, nd) =
cn.

Given the interconnection network and routing func-
tion, the channel dependence graph, D, is defined as a di-
rected graph, D=G(C,E), where vertices are the channels
and edges are the pairs of channels connected by R: E =
{(ci, c j)|R(ci, n) = c j f or some n ∈ N}.

Therefore, a routing function, R, is deadlock free, iff
there is no cycle in its channel dependence graph, D.

2.1.2 Duato’s Theory

With Duato’s theory [4], an adaptive routing algorithm is
deadlock free if we can find a routing subfunction with an
acyclic extended channel dependence graph.

Specifically, a routing function, R, is defined as R : N×
N → P(C), and the routing subfunction, R1, is defined as
R1 : N × N → P(C1)/R1(x, y) = R(x, y) ∩ C1, ∀x, y ∈ N,
where C1 ⊆ C.

Given an interconnection network and a routing sub-
function, an extended channel dependence graph DE is a di-
rected graph, DE = G(C1, EE). The vertices of DE are the

channels that define the routing subfunction. The edges are
the pairs of channels (ci, c j) that have a direct or indirect de-
pendence. A direct dependence indicates that ci and c j are
connected by R1. An indirect dependence means that they
are connected by several channels using the original routing
function R.

Therefore, an adaptive routing function, R, is deadlock
free, if there is a subset of channels, C1 ⊆ C, that defines
a routing subfunction, R1, which has an acyclic extended
channel dependence graph.

2.1.3 The Turn Models

Turn models significantly reduce the complexity of breaking
all cycles by prohibiting one turn in each kind of abstract
cycles [5]. For 2D meshes, there are two kinds of abstract
cycles and four turns in each. Thus, there are totally 16
different ways to prohibit two turns, but only 12 are legal,
as shown in Fig. 1. We list all 12 legal ways here, instead of
the 3 unique ones in [5], because each of them can tolerate
different kinds of faults as will be discussed in Sect. 3.

However, Chiu [6] found that the uneven adaptiveness
of original turn model may hurt the network performance,
especially under some non-uniform traffic patterns. Hence,
he proposed the odd-even turn model. As shown in Fig. 2,
the ES(east → south) and EN (east → north) turns are
forbidden in odd columns, and the NW (north → west) and
SW (south→ west) turns are forbidden in even columns.

2.2 The Fault-Tolerant Routing Algorithms

In the following of this subsection, we will review the fault-
tolerant routing algorithms based on which principle they
adopt to keep the network deadlock free.

With Dally and Seitz’s theory, one possible implemen-
tation is to analyze the channel dependence graph and break
all cycles. Exhausting cycles, however, is a hard job espe-
cially for large-scale networks. Segment-based routing [21]

(a) east-first (b) east-last (c) positive-first (d) west-first

(e) west-last (f) northwest-first (g) south-first (h) south-last

(i) negative-first (j) north-first (k) north-last (l) southeast-first

Fig. 1 Partially adaptive routing algorithms based on turn model. For-
bidden turns are shown as dashed lines.

(a) odd (b) even

Fig. 2 Odd-even turn model.
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reduces this job to finding different segments. Rodrigo
et.al. [29] utilized the segment-based routing and extended
the LBDR [28] to support non-minimal paths.

Another implementation is to classify packets into sev-
eral classes based on packet directions [8], [9], [11], [12],
[15], [19] or routing phases [17]. To avoid deadlock, each
class of packets is allocated a separate VC. The routing
algorithms guarantee that the channel dependence graph
within each class is acyclic and the transition among dif-
ferent classes is in a strictly increasing or decreasing order.

For example, Linder and Harden [8] proposed to utilize
maximally 2n−1 + 1 VCs to tolerate faults for n-dimensional
meshes. Chien and Kim [9] proposed the planar-adaptive
routing, and reduced the number of VCs to 3. Boppana and
Chalasani [11] proposed to include faults into convex faulty-
blocks, i.e., the rectangular faulty-blocks with respect to 2D
meshes. Maximally, four VCs are required. Later, they pro-
posed an algorithm to tolerate solid faults (the orthogonal
convex faulty-blocks) to save the fault-free nodes included
into the rectangular faulty-blocks [12]. To further reduce the
number of VCs, Chen and Chiu [15] proposed an algorithm
with 3 VCs per physical channel. Xiang et.al. [19] proposed
a planar fault model to further reduce the disabled fault-free
nodes.

Ho and Stockmeyer [17] proposed a multiple-round
dimension-order routing algorithm. This algorithm, which
is the baseline routing algorithm of this work, is separated
into two routing phases. The routing phase from the source
node to the intermediate node is the first phase, and the sec-
ond phase routes packets from the intermediate node to the
destination. If more than one intermediate node is utilized,
more routing phases are needed. Note that within each rout-
ing phase the dimension-order routing is adopted, and two
routing phases are connected in a pipeline manner, i.e., the
intermediate node forwards a flit as soon as possible. Since
each routing phase is allocated a separate VC and a rout-
ing phase depends on another in a strictly increasing order,
the network is deadlock free. Note that if two nodes can-
not communicate even with intermediate nodes, one of them
should be declared as a lamb, which can be used to forward
but not to send and receive packets.

With Duato’s theory, there is usually an escape VC
provided to the routing subfunction [12], [18], [20]. For ex-
ample, Chalasani and Boppana also proposed an adaptive
version of their fault-tolerant routing in [12]. Three of the
four VCs are adaptive, and the other is the e-cube chan-
nel. Puente et.al. [18] proposed the Immunet that avoids
deadlock by providing a safe virtual network visited under
dimension-order routing. Gómez et.al. [20] also proposed a
multiple-round routing, which is another related work of this
paper, allows to utilize adaptive routing within each routing
phase. All routing phases share an adaptive VC, and each of
them is allocated a separate escape channel.

Turn models are usually utilized to design fault-tolerant
routing algorithms for networks without VCs [10], [13],
[16], [22]–[24], [26], [27]. Glass and Ni [10] first extended
the original negative-first routing to tolerate one fault. Chen

and Chiu [13] (corrected by Holsmark and Kumar [22]) pro-
posed a routing algorithm to tolerate convex faults. Later,
this algorithm is extended by Fukushima et.al. [27] to dis-
able fewer fault-free nodes. Zhang et.al. [23] proposed a
reconfigurable router that could tolerate one fault or one
convex faulty-block. Fick et.al. [24] proposed a distributed
algorithm to update the routing table, but their method
does not guarantee the deadlock-freeness. In [26], we ex-
tended [17] and proposed the idea of turn-legally intermedi-
ate nodes.

It is important to distinguish our work from previous
solutions. To the best of our knowledge, there are two pop-
ular multiple-round routing algorithms proposed by Ho and
Stockmeyer [17] and Gómez et.al. [20] respectively.

The major common feature of [17] and [20] is that
inserting an intermediate node always means adding VCs.
With the proposed NMR-DOR, however, turn-legally inter-
mediate nodes can be inserted without adding VCs. For ex-
ample, with a single intermediate node, [17] requires two
VCs, [20] requires three, and the NMR-DOR does not need
VCs if the intermediate node is turn-legally. In other words,
given the number of VCs, the NMR-DOR could utilize more
intermediate nodes to reduce the number of unreachable
nodes.

Another common feature of [17] and [20] is that vir-
tual channels are accessed in a static order. For example,
with the algorithm proposed in [17], packets could not start
the ith routing phase in VCi unless they have finished all
routing phases in VC j, where j < i. For [20], the adap-
tive VC is shared, but the escape VCs are also accessed in
a strictly increasing order. This kind of restriction leads to
an unbalanced traffic, i.e., lower indexed VCs carry more
traffic, because many packets do not have the higher routing
phases. With the proposed NMR-DOR, However, packets
that only use turn-legally intermediate nodes can arbitrarily
select VCs. As validated in Sect. 6, this difference signifi-
cantly improves the NoC performance.

3. The Turn-Legally Intermediate Nodes

A node I is a turn-legally intermediate node between source,
S , and destination, D, iff the turn made by two dimension-
order routing phases, from S to I and from I to D, is al-
lowed by the adopted turn model. However, if a node I is an
available turn-legally intermediate node, it should meet the
following three conditions:

• I is reachable from S using dimension-order routing,
• I could reach D using dimension-order routing,
• I is turn-legally for S and D.

In general, finding a turn legally intermediate node par-
tially depends on the adopted turn model. For example, the
S W turn is forbidden by the west-first routing, but is allowed
by the negative-first and north-last routing [5]. Therefore,
the first step of the proposed technique is to determine which
turn model is adopted. We summarize the rule as:

• In NMR-DOR, the adopted turn model doesn’t forbid
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any turn taken by the dimension-order routing.

The above rule means that any allowable turn of
dimension-order routing should also be allowed by the
adopted turn model. For example, if the dimension-
order routing is XY routing, the turn model cannot be the
negative-first routing. The reason is that XY routing allows
the ES turn, which is forbidden by the negative-first routing.

Given the dimension-order routing and adopted turn
model, whether an intermediate node is turn-legally is deter-
mined by the relative position between source node, S , inter-
mediate node, I, and the destination, D. As shown in Fig. 3,
if node I is selected, 2-rounds of dimension-order routing
makes an S E turn on it. According to west-first routing, S E
is an allowable turn, so node I is said turn-legally. If node
F is selected, however, a forbidden turn, S W, is introduced.
Hence, node F is turn-illegally.

By analyzing all possible relative positions of nodes S ,
I and D, we summarize all turn-legally intermediate nodes
for dimension-order routing in Table 1, where x and y de-
note the coordinates of turn-legally intermediate node in x-
and y-dimension respectively. S x, S y, Dx and Dy are the co-
ordinates of nodes S and D, and nx and ny are the width of
network in x- and y-dimension respectively. For each node
pair (i, j), we utilize a N-length vector, T , to represent the
turn-legally intermediate nodes as shown in Eq. (1), where
N is the network size.

Ti, j(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, node t is turn legally or t ∈ {i, j};

0, otherwise.

(1)

If more than one intermediate node is inserted, whether
a node is turn-legally partially depends on who is the pre-
ceding intermediate node, and this requires the connectiv-
ity information between nodes. Two nodes are connected if

Fig. 3 Example of turn legally and turn illegally intermediate nodes:
DOR is assumed as XY routing, west-first is adopted as the turn model.

Table 1 Example of turn legally intermediate nodes in 2D meshes.

DOR Turn Model Turn legally intermediate nodes

XY routing

East-first {(x, y)|Dx ≤ x ≤ nx − 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ (ny − 1), x and y are integers}
West-first {(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ Dx, 0 ≤ y ≤ (ny − 1), x and y are integers}
Sout-last {(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ (nx − 1), S y ≤ y ≤ (ny − 1), x and y are integers}
North-last {(x, y)|0 ≤ x < (nx − 1), 0 ≤ y ≤ S y, x and y are integers}

YX routing
South-first {(x, y)|0 ≤ x < (nx − 1), 0 ≤ y ≤ Dy, x and y are integers}
North-first {(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ (nx − 1), Dy ≤ y ≤ (ny − 1), x and y are integers}
East-last {(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ S x, 0 ≤ y ≤ (ny − 1), x and y are integers}
West-last {(x, y)|S x ≤ x ≤ (nx − 1), 0 ≤ y ≤ (ny − 1), x and y are integers}

there is at least one fault-free path between them, and we
name them as a reachable pair. Otherwise, they are defined
as unreachable pair.

If the maximal number of intermediate nodes is zero,
NMR-DOR routing is equivalent with dimension-order
routing. Under dimension-order routing (we assume the XY
routing here), whether two nodes are connected depends on
whether there are faults lying in the XY routing path be-
tween source and destination. As shown in Eq. (2), we use a
N × N matrix R, to represent the connectivity from nodei to
node j under dimension-order routing, where F refers to the
faults set.

Ri, j =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, ∃ f , where f ∈ F and

( fx = jx and min{iy, jy} ≤ fy ≤ max{iy, jy}) or

( fy = iy and min{ix, jx} ≤ fx ≤ max{ix, jx}),
1, otherwise.

(2)

Example 1: Let us reconsider the network shown in Fig. 3.
Dimension-order routing is XY routing, turn model is west-
first routing. The connectivity matrix is shown in Eq. (3).
Particularly, R∗,10 and R10,∗ are always 0 because node10 is
faulty. Assume the source is node0, only the XY routing
path to node14 is blocked by the fault. Thus, R0,14 = 0. Note
that Ri,i = 1, because any node can reach itself.

R =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
8 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
9 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
12 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
14 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
15 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(3)

If the maximal number of intermediate nodes is one,
which means that NMR-DOR could route packet first to a
turn legally intermediate node. In this situation, we extend
the connectivity matrix to be R(2), where R(2)

i, j = 1 indicates
that there is a turn-legally intermediate node, through which
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i could reach j. Mathematically, we calculate R(2) as shown
in Eq. (4).

R(2)
i, j = (Ri,∗ ∩ Ti, j) × R∗, j (4)

The equation (4) is reasonable since its right side indi-
cates that there is a node t, where

• node t is reachable from i (Ri,t = 1),
• node t is a turn-legally intermediate node for (i, j)

(Ti, j(t) = 1),
• node t could reach j (Rt, j = 1).

Example 2: Let us reconsider the above example. The 2-
round connectivity matrix is shown in Eq. (5). The results
show that all fault-free nodes, except node11, can reach all
other nodes with a turn-legally intermediate node. For ex-
ample node0 cannot reach node14 under XY routing. How-
ever, with a turn-legally intermediate node, e.g., node12,
node0 can reach node14, i.e., R(2)

0,14 = 1. Unfortunately,
node11 still cannot reach some nodes, e.g., node0, because
its west neighbor is faulty and the turn model is west-first.
In Sect. 5, we will discuss the way to handle this kind of
problem.

R(2) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(5)

Now, we consider the situation when the maximal num-
ber of intermediate nodes is two. Without loss of generality,
we assume the first turn-legally intermediate node is k, and
the second intermediate node is t. Node t is turn-legally iff
it meets the following four conditions:

• node k is reachable from i (Ri,k = 1),
• node k is a turn legally intermediate node for (i,t)

(Ti,t(k) = 1),
• node k could reach t (Rk,t = 1),
• node t is a turn-legally intermediate node for (k, j)

(Tk, j(t) = 1).

Where, the first three conditions guarantee that using node
t as the second intermediate node makes a legal turn on its
preceding node, k. The last condition guarantees that the
turn on node t is also legal. Therefore, all turns, which are
incurred by using node t as the second intermediate node,
are all legal. Mathematically, we extend Ti, j to be T (2)

i, j as
shown in Eq. (6).

T (2)
i, j (t) =

N⋃

k=1

Ri,k · Ti,t(k) · Rk,t · Tk, j(t) (6)

With vector T (2)
i, j , the connectivity matrix for 3-rounds

of dimension-order routing, R(3)
i, j , could be calculated in the

similar way as R(2)
i, j as shown in Eq. (7). Note that T (2)

i, j (t) = 1

implies that R(2)
i,t = 1 according to Eq. (6). The reason why

we also include R(2)
i,∗ into Eq. (7) is to keep compatible with

Eq. (4).

R(3)
i, j = (R(2)

i,∗ ∩ T (2)
i, j ) × R∗, j (7)

Finally, we generalize the T -vector to the situation that
n turn legally intermediate nodes are utilized as shown in
Eq. (8), and then generalize the R-matrix to the situation
that n-rounds of dimension-order routing is implemented as
shown in Eq. (9).

T (n)
i, j (t) =

N⋃

k=1

R(n−1)
i,k · T (n−1)

i,t (k) · Rk,t · Tk, j(t) (8)

R(n)
i, j = (R(n−1)

i,∗ ∩ T (n−1)
i, j ) × R∗, j (9)

4. The NMR-DOR Routing

As described in [20], with a multiple-round routing algo-
rithm, packets should carry the information of intermedi-
ate nodes. At each node, the router applies the dimension-
order routing with the coordinates of itself and the destina-
tion (maybe an intermediate node) as parameters.

Once the output port is determined, the node should
select an VC belonging to that port. Since all interme-
diate nodes are determined based on a same turn model,
the corresponding channel dependence graph is absolutely
acyclic. Thus, VCs can be selected with any existing tech-
nique. Generally, the selection can be random or based on
the VC status [30].

The NMR-DOR routing is shown in Algorithm 1. Par-
ticularly, the function get-dest is utilized to get the coordi-
nates of current destination. This destination can be the next
intermediate node or the final destination. The function first
compares the coordinates of current node and the first inter-
mediate node indicated by the flit. If the comparison does
not match, then the first intermediate node is the current des-
tination. Otherwise, the first intermediate node is shifted out
of the flit. If the flit carries other intermediate nodes, then
the next intermediate node is the current destination. Other-
wise, the destination is the final destination.

With the coordinates of current node and destination
node, getting output port and VC is straightforward. This
routing algorithm is deadlock free guaranteed by the turn
model. Livelock is also impossible with finite intermediate
nodes. We prove them as the following theorem.

Theorem 1: NMR-DOR routing is deadlock and livelock
free.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of NMR-DOR routing
Input: cur: current node; f : input flit; input vc: input virtual channel;

sel(): select function.
Output: output: output port; output vc: output virtual channel.
1: dst = get-dest(cur,f )
2: output = DOR(cur, dst)
3: if output=local then
4: send flit to local core using any available VC;
5: else
6: output vc=sel();
7: end if

Proof:
Deadlock Freeness. Without loss of generality, we as-
sume the adopted turn model is west-first routing and the
dimension-order routing is XY routing. Turn-legally inter-
mediate nodes never introduces NW and SW turns into the
network, because the turn model (west-first routing) forbids
them. Furthermore, XY routing does not introduce them
neither. Thus, NW and SW turns never be used by the NMR-
DOR routing. As proved in [5], a network without NW and
SW turns is deadlock free. Thus, NMR-DOR is deadlock
free.
Livelock Freeness. NMR-DOR always utilizes a finite
number of intermediate nodes, resulting into a finite num-
ber of routing phases. Since each routing phase adopts the
XY routing, which is livelock free, the NMR-DOR is live-
lock free.

5. Complementary Mechanisms

As discussed in Example 2, given a turn model, not ev-
ery node pair can find an available turn-legally intermediate
node. In the following of this section, we give three kinds
of complementary mechanisms to reduce this kind of node
pairs.

5.1 Different Turn Models

Let us reconsider the Example 2, the adopted turn model is
the west-first routing. Thus, according to Table 1, all turn-
legally intermediate nodes are never on the east of the des-
tination. If, unfortunately, the source node, e.g. node11, is
on the east of the destination, e.g., node0, and has a faulty
west neighbor, e.g., node10. Then, for any turn-legally in-
termediate node, T , where Tx ≤ Dx ≤ S x, the routing path
from S to T is blocked by node10. However, this does not
mean (node11, node0) is unreachable. We redraw Fig. 3 here
as shown in Fig. 4. If we select node, I, as the intermedi-
ate node, then a S W turn is introduced on I. According to
west-first routing, of course, I is a turn-illegally intermedi-
ate node. However, if we adopt a different turn model, e.g.,
the east-first routing, then I is turn-legally.

This observation motivates us to utilize different turn
models for different node pairs. However, with different turn
models, we need another VC to avoid deadlock. Generally,

Fig. 4 Using other turn models instead of the west-first.

Fig. 5 Using different DOR routing.

packets utilizing different turn models are allocated to sep-
arate virtual channels. Therefore, the network is still dead-
lock free, because 1) the channel dependence graph within
each VC is acyclic and 2) packets belonging to different
VCs do not depend on each other. For some node pairs,
they maybe reachable with different turn models. In this sit-
uation, they could select VC based on the network status.
However, once a packet selects an VC, it does not change it
until it reaches the destination.

5.2 Different Dimension-Order Routing

For some node pairs, they maybe unreachable with all turn
models that are compatible with XY routing. For exam-
ple, as shown in Fig. 5, the neighbors of source node are all
faulty except the south one. There is a fault-free path from S
to D with 2 intermediate nodes. However, if we assume the
turn model is west-first or south-last routing, then the first
intermediate node, I1, is turn-illegally due to the introduced
S W turn. With the east-first or north-last routing, however,
the second intermediate node, I2, is turn-illegally due to the
introduced NE turn.

To solve this problem, we propose to utilize different
dimension-order routing within different VCs. For example,
if the YX routing is adopted in each routing phase, S can
reach D with only one intermediate node, say I′1. Moreover,
if the south-first or east-last routing is adopted as the turn
model, I′1 is turn-legally.

With different dimension-order routing, packets are
routed in a similar way as that with different turn models.
In general, packets with different dimension-order routing
are allocated to separate VCs, and packets are not allowed
to change VC along the routing path. The network is dead-
lock free because 1) within each VC, network is deadlock
free and 2) packets belonging to different VCs do not de-
pend on each other. Also, for node pairs, which are reach-
able with both dimension-order routing algorithms, they can
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select VC based on the network status.

5.3 With Normal Intermediate Nodes

The third complementary mechanism is a direct extension
of the first two. As discussed above, implementing the first
two complementary mechanisms requires adding an extra
VC, resulting in totally two VCs per physical channel in the
network. Therefore, we could treat the node where packets
change the VC as an intermediate node as [17] and [20] did.
Since this kind of intermediate node is not required to be
turn-legally, we name them as normal intermediate nodes to
distinguish them from turn-legally ones.

To avoid deadlock, we request the packets utilizing nor-
mal intermediate nodes to access VCs in a monotonically in-
creasing order. That is to say, once the source node detects a
packets using normal intermediate nodes, it sends this pack-
ets to the first VC. This packet is transferred in the first VC,
maybe through several turn-legally intermediate nodes, un-
til reaches the first normal intermediate node where it starts
the routing phase in the second VC. As discussed above,
packets utilizing normal intermediate nodes tend to lead un-
balanced traffic load. Thus, they should only be used to con-
nect the node pairs that are unreachable with turn-legally in-
termediate nodes. In next section, we will prove that the
number of this kind of node pairs is very small.

5.4 The Packet Format

To support the complementary mechanisms, we should de-
fine a new packet format. As shown in Fig. 6, the header
flit is identified by the first two bits, type. Each node ad-
dress, e.g., source node, src, intermediate node, I, and desti-
nation node, dest, occupies log2 N bits, where N is the net-
work size. The third field, vc, tells us which VC should be
used. Particularly, “vc=10” means that this packet will uti-
lize normal intermediate nodes, and should access VCs in a
strictly increasing order. For example, the packet is trans-
mitted in VC0 until it reaches the first normal intermediate
node, then it is switched to VC1. During the phases from one
normal intermediate node to another, packets may encounter
some turn-legally intermediate nodes, but they do not switch
VC at them. If vc=11, that means the packets could utilize
any VC based on the network status. Finally, for each node
address, except the source, a two bits field, nt (node type), is
added. It tells us which kind of node that address points to,
e.g., a turn-legally intermediate node, a normal intermediate
node, or the final destination.

Fig. 6 The format of header flit of NMR-DOR routing with all comple-
mentary mechanisms.

6. Evaluation

In this section, we will evaluate the proposed NMR-DOR
by comparing it with existing multiple-round routing algo-
rithms, i.e., [17] and [20]. Since NMR-DOR differs with
them only in the way of utilizing intermediate nodes, thus
the router architecture will be similar. Therefore, we omit
the comparison about router area and frequency, and fo-
cus on two system metrics, the number of unreachable node
pairs and the packet latency, which can highlight the differ-
ences between NMR-DOR and prior work.

6.1 The Number of Unreachable Node Pairs

According to [17], at least one node of each unreachable
node pair should be declared as a lamb node, which could
be utilized to forward but not to send and receive pack-
ets. Clearly, reducing the number of unreachable node pairs
helps to reduce the lamb nodes. In this paper, we say a node
pair, (a, b), is unreachable, if at least one of the two routing
paths, a → b and b → a, is blocked by faults. Specially,
for fully adaptive routing algorithms, if one of the possi-
ble routing paths between a and b is blocked by faults, we
say (a, b) is fully-adaptive-unreachable. Generally, if a node
pair is unreachable, it is fully-adaptive-unreachable, but the
opposite is not true. Therefore, compared with [17], the ba-
sic routing (I-version) of [20] that adopts adaptive routing
in each phase always leads to more unreachable node pairs.
[20] extended their routing algorithm to support determin-
istic routing (D-extension) and misrouting (M-extension),
and concluded that (I+D) is the most efficient way due to
the high cost of misrouting. In fact, the (I+D) version of
[20] will lead to the same number of unreachable node pairs
as [17]. Therefore, we only compare NMR-DOR with [17].
Note that, we do not take into account the faulty nodes and
the nodes surrounded by faults, because it is impossible to
provide faulty free path to these kinds of nodes.

In this experiment, we assume an 8 × 8 mesh with a
node faulty rate that is smaller than 10%. For the network
with one or two faults, we exhausted all possible fault dis-
tributions, i.e., 64 and 2016 distributions respectively. For
networks with more than two faults, we randomly select
10,000 different fault distributions due to the unreasonable
long time for exhausting. All reported results are the aver-
age of that for all simulated fault distributions.

At first, we assume that there is one VC per physical
channel, and the routing function of Ho’s algorithm [17] be-
comes as same as XY routing. We report the average per-
centage of unreachable node pairs in Table 2, where the first
column indicates the routing algorithm utilized in each rout-
ing phase, the second column indicates which turn model is
adopted by the NMR-DOR, and the last 6 columns show the
results with respect to the networks containing 1 to 6 faults.
From these results, we could find that the proposed NMR-
DOR considerably improves the reliability of [17]. More
than 50% of the unreachable node pairs in [17] are saved.
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Table 2 Percentage of unreachable node pairs of an 8×8 mesh with one VC. EF (east-first), WF
(west-first), NL (north-last), SL (south-last), EL (east-last), WL (west-last), NF (north-first), SF (south-
first).

Routing Turn Model fn=1 fn=2 fn=3 fn=4 fn=5 fn=6

[17] (XY) 12.84 22.64 30.111 35.65 39.84 42.80

XY

EF 4.64 8.83 12.58 16.00 19.09 21.69
WF 4.64 8.83 12.63 15.93 19.12 21.74
NL 4.64 8.83 12.58 15.97 19.08 21.71
SL 4.64 8.83 12.60 15.96 19.09 21.74

YX

EL 4.64 8.83 12.63 15.93 19.12 21.74
WL 4.64 8.83 12.58 16.00 19.09 21.69
NF 4.64 8.83 12.58 15.97 19.08 21.71
SF 4.64 8.83 12.60 15.96 19.09 21.74

Table 3 Percentage of unreachable node pairs of an 8×8 mesh with two VCs and no normal inter-
mediate nodes. EF (east-first), WF (west-first), NL (north-last), SL (south-last), EL (east-last), WL
(west-last), NF (north-first), SF (south-first), fn (number of fault).

Solution Routing Turn Model fn=1 fn=2 fn=3 fn=4 fn=5 fn=6

[17] XY-XY 0 0.0138 0.0659 0.1752 0.4194 0.7665

Proposed

XY-XY

EF-WF 0 0.0138 0.0659 0.1752 0.4194 0.7665
EF-NL 1.3020 2.6557 4.0289 5.4633 7.0128 8.5096
EF-SL 1.3020 2.6557 4.0069 5.4849 7.0233 8.4713
WF-NL 1.3020 2.6557 4.0520 5.4292 7.0784 8.5187
WF-SL 1.3020 2.6557 4.0524 5.4421 7.0322 8.4986
NL-SL 0 0.0138 0.0659 0.1752 0.4194 0.7665

XY-YX

EF-EL 0.0868 0.4782 1.1248 1.9460 3.0511 4.1934
EF-WL 0.0868 0.4782 1.1088 1.9692 3.0639 4.1786
EF-NF 0.3472 1.2850 2.6464 4.2830 6.2123 8.1166
EF-SF 0.0434 0.1069 0.2042 0.3459 0.5859 0.8280
WF-EL 0.0868 0.4782 1.1129 1.9601 3.0419 4.1842
WF-WL 0.0868 0.4782 1.1191 1.9412 3.0513 4.2012
WF-NF 0.0434 0.1069 0.2040 0.3401 0.5934 0.8861
WF-SF 0.3472 1.2850 2.6464 4.2830 6.2123 8.1166
NL-EL 0.3472 1.2850 2.6379 4.2820 6.1827 8.1264
NL-WL 0.0434 0.1069 0.2037 0.3429 0.6036 0.8965
NL-NF 0.0868 0.4782 1.1191 1.9412 3.0513 4.2012
NL-SF 0.0868 0.4782 1.1088 1.9692 3.0639 4.1786
SL-EL 0.0434 0.1069 0.2051 0.3386 0.5925 0.8798
SL-WL 0.3472 1.2850 2.6379 4.2820 6.1827 8.1264
SL-NF 0.0868 0.4782 1.1129 1.9601 3.0419 4.1842
SL-SF 0.0868 0.4782 1.1248 1.9460 3.0511 4.1934

Another conclusion is that different turn models produce al-
most the same results due to the rotation symmetry. For
some applications, where each processing core is cheap, the
one-VC NMR-DOR is attractive due to its ultra-low over-
head. However, for applications with high cost processing
cores, the complementary mechanisms are needed.

With two VCs, NMR-DOR could utilize different turn
models and dimension-order routing in each VC. First, we
assume that NMR-DOR adopts the XY routing algorithm
in both VCs, but utilize different turn models. There are
6 different combinations, and the results are shown in 2nd

to 7th rows of Table 3. We could find that the combina-
tions, EF-WF (east-first + west-first) and NL-SL (north-last
+ south-last), get the best results. This is reasonable, be-
cause east-first and west-first (north-last and south-last) has
complementary turn-legally intermediate nodes as shown
in Table 1. Compared with [17] shown in the first row,
NMR-DOR produces the same number of unreachable node
pairs. However, the most important difference is that NMR-
DOR could arbitrarily select VCs to balance traffic. Second,

we assume the NMR-DOR adopt different dimension-order
routing in different VCs, and the results of all possible 16
combinations are shown in the 8th to 23rd rows of Table 3.
The best results are got by 4 rotation symmetric combina-
tions: EF-SF, WF-NF, NL-WL, and SL-EL. However, their
results are not as good as that of [17]. The main reason is
that they don’t have complementary turn-legally intermedi-
ate nodes.

In general, as discussed in [17], this level of the amount
of unreachable node pairs (smaller than 0.2%) is acceptable
for most applications. In this paper, we further reduce it by
applying the third mechanism that does not introduce any
extra area and timing overhead to routers. The results are
shown in Table 4, the best are got by two rotation symmet-
ric combinations, EF-SF and WF-NF, which could tolerate
all 2-faults distributions. For networks with more than two
faults, more than 90% of the unreachable node pairs of [17]
can be saved. We should emphasize again that the pack-
ets utilizing normal intermediate nodes cannot be utilized to
balance traffic. The number of this kind of packets can be
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Table 4 Percentage of unreachable node pairs of an 8×8 mesh with two VCs and with normal in-
termediate nodes. EF (east-first), WF (west-first), NL (north-last), SL (south-last), EL (east-last), WL
(west-last), NF (north-first), SF (south-first), fn (number of fault).

Solution Routing Turn Model fn=1 fn=2 fn=3 fn=4 fn=5 fn=6

[17] XY-XY 0 0.008 0.034 0.077 0.160 0.250

Proposed

XY-XY

WF-WF 0 0.0007 0.0080 0.0226 0.0773 0.1494
EF-WF 0 0.0052 0.02119 0.05157 0.1236 0.2031
EF-NL 0 0.0034 0.0182 0.0434 0.1188 0.2046
EF-SL 0 0.0034 0.0175 0.0470 0.1209 0.2089
WF-NL 0 0.0034 0.0167 0.0461 0.1167 0.2008
WF-SL 0 0.0034 0.0181 0.0455 0.1198 0.2113
NL-SL 0 0.0052 0.0221 0.0515 0.1252 0.2078

XY-YX

EF-EL 0.0434 0.1486 0.3238 0.5545 0.9258 1.3013
EF-WL 0.0434 0.1486 0.3170 0.5572 0.9369 1.3248
EF-NF 0.3472 0.9860 1.8786 2.9410 4.2657 5.5917
EF-SF 0 0 0.0028 0.0091 0.0384 0.0695
WF-EL 0.0434 0.1486 0.3206 0.5522 0.9225 1.3106
WF-WL 0.0434 0.1486 0.3198 0.5583 0.9394 1.3140
WF-NF 0 0 0.0029 0.0091 0.0384 0.0683
WF-SF 0.3472 0.9860 1.8786 2.9410 4.2657 5.5917
NL-EL 0 0.02558 0.0930 0.2144 0.4410 0.7299
NL-WL 0.0434 0.1052 0.1894 0.2967 0.4810 0.6462
NL-NF 0.0434 0.1486 0.3198 0.5583 0.9394 1.3140
NL-SF 0.0434 0.1486 0.3170 0.5572 0.9369 1.3248
SL-EL 0.0434 0.1052 0.1908 0.2909 0.4691 0.6365
SL-WL 0 0.0255 0.0930 0.2144 0.4410 0.7299
SL-NF 0.0434 0.1486 0.3206 0.5522 0.9225 1.3106
SL-SF 0.0434 0.1486 0.3238 0.5545 0.9258 1.3013

got by reducing the results shown in Table 3 by the results
shown in Table 4. We could find that their amount is very
small. For example, 0.1069% packets should utilize normal
intermediate nodes in WF-NF combination with 2 faults.

6.2 The Packet Latency

In this experiment, we utilize a cycle-accurate NoC simula-
tor, the BookSim [31], to carry out the simulations. Book-
Sim provides a flexible way to configure NoC parameters,
such as network topology, and routing algorithm. By main-
taining a global clock, BookSim could keep the simulation
cycle-accurate. In the following simulations, router pipeline
depth is assumed as four and link traversal latency is one.
The round-robin policy is adopted to select requesting in-
puts in both VC and Switch allocation stages. Although
we assume a canonical router architecture instead of the ag-
gressive state-of-the-art ones, such as lookahead routing and
speculation, it is fair for evaluating fault-tolerant routing al-
gorithms. For the proposed NMR-DOR and [17], we as-
sume that there are two VCs per physical channel, and each
VC contains an FIFO with eight entries to hide the round-
trip latency of flow-control credits. For [20], we assume
three VCs per physical channel to support adaptive routing,
but each VC has four entries for fair comparison. We should
emphasize that [20] utilize the Duato’s theory to avoid dead-
lock, thus it should not reallocate an VC unless it is empty
and freed by the preceding packet. However, for the NMR-
DOR and [17], we could reallocate an VC as soon as it re-
ceives the tail flit of the preceding packet. This kind of dif-
ference significantly affects the network performance as we
will see in the following.

In the presence of faults, a source node S may require
n intermediate nodes, I1, I2, . . . ,In, to reach the destination
node D. Thus, packets between S and D should follow the
routing path: S → I1 → I2 →, . . . ,→ In → D. At most
times, there is more than one path to choose. In this case,
the following policy is utilized to select path for node pairs:

1. Arrange node pairs in the increasing order of the num-
ber of alternate paths,

2. For the first node pair, select the path leading to the
minimal variation in channel load,

3. Remove the first node pair, repeat 2 until all node pairs
have been processed.

The current version of the selection policy is utilized
to show the ability of routing algorithms for load-balancing.
Thus, we exhaust all legal paths for each node pair. For
large networks, this is a little time consuming. For exam-
ple, it cost us hours to specify paths for all node pairs in
an 16×16 mesh with 26 faults. In general, there is a trade-
off between the algorithm complexity and the network per-
formance. Further reducing the algorithm complexity with-
out degrading the network performance is an interesting and
challenging job for future work. Note that finding legal
paths for each node pair is a typical depth-first searching,
thus its detailed description is omitted.

We first assume an 8 × 8 mesh with six faulty nodes
to bound the network performance. Packet size is as-
sumed to be uniformly distributed between 1 and 8 to
simulate the different packet header sizes. Furthermore,
we select the fault distribution that maximizes the per-
centage of unreachable node pairs (based on the simula-
tion results of above experiment), because this will show
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(a) uniform 8×8 (b) transpose 8×8

(c) shuffle 8×8 (d) hotspot 8×8

Fig. 7 The average packet latency in 8×8 meshes. The proposed NMR-DOR is shown as a solid
line with crosses, [17] (marked as Ho) is shown as a solid line with up-triangles, and [20] (Marked as
Gomez) is shown as a solid line with circles. Under hotspot traffic, the hotspot node, node27, has extra
10% possibility for receiving packets.

us the worst-case performance. Specifically, the faults
are {node12, node21, node25, node30, node35, node50}. For the
proposed NMR-DOR, the WF-NF combination is selected
due to its high performance got in the above experiment.

With the uniform traffic pattern, each node sends a
packet to all its reachable destinations with the same pos-
sibility. As shown in Fig. 7 (a), the proposed NMR-DOR
gets the best performance. The reasons are two folds. First,
compared with [17], the proposed NMR-DOR could re-
duce packet latency by evenly distributing packets, which
only utilize turn-legally intermediate nodes, among differ-
ent VCs. Second, compared with [20], the packet latency is
further reduced by improving the utilization of VC buffers
due to the different VC reallocation time.

With the transpose traffic pattern, each source node,
S , will only send packets to a destination node, D, where
Di = S (i+3)%6 (i ∈ [0, 5]) and S and D are neither the faulty
nor lamb nodes. As shown in Fig. 7 (b), the relative per-
formance among these three algorithms does not change,
i.e., the NMR-DOR outperforms others and [17] gets bet-
ter results than [20]. However, unlike the uniform traffic
pattern that inherently balances the packets, transpose traf-
fic patterns will cause more traffic contentions. Thus, the
proposed NMR-DOR, which can evenly distribute packets
among VCs, does much better than others. [17] and [20] get
similar results, and [17] is better due to a higher utilization
rate of VC buffers.

With the shuffle traffic pattern, each source node, S ,
will only send packets to a destination node, D, where
Di = S (i−1)%6 (i ∈ [0, 5]) and S and D are neither the faulty
nor lamb nodes. As shown in Fig. 7 (c), the proposed NMR-
DOR also gets the best performance, and [17] is better than
[20]. Initially they get similar results, but [20] first gets sat-
urated when the flit injection rate is higher than 18%. Later,
[17] gets saturated when the flit injection rate is higher than
25%. Finally, when the flit injection rate is higher than 34%,
the NMR-DOR is also saturated.

With the hotspot traffic pattern, each node sends a
packet to all its reachable destinations, except the hotspot
node, node27, with the same possibility. For the hotspot
node, an extra 10% possibility is assumed. [20] also gets
the worst performance, and the difference between itself
and other two algorithms is notable. The hotspot node,
node27, has a 1-hop faulty neighbor, node35, a 2-hops faulty
neighbor, node25, and three 3-hops faulty neighbors, node12,
node21, and node30. Surrounding by faulty neighbors to-
gether with the fact that it is 10% hotter than others, make
the channels towards node27 saturated. These saturated
channels make it difficult to balance traffic. In this case,
NMR-DOR could significantly reduce the packet latency by
efficiently utilizing the turn-legally intermediate nodes.

To show the scalability of the proposed routing algo-
rithm, we redo the simulations on an 16×16 mesh. In this
simulation, 26 nodes are assumed as faulty. The fault set
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(a) uniform 16×16 (b) transpose 16×16

(c) shuffle 16×16 (d) hotspot 16×16

Fig. 8 The average packet latency in 16×16 meshes. The proposed NMR-DOR is shown as a solid
line with crosses, [17] (marked as Ho) is shown as a solid line with up-triangles, and [20] (Marked as
Gomez) is shown as a solid line with circles. Under hotspot traffic, the hotspot node, node27, has extra
10% possibility for receiving packets.

is {node11, node17, node35, node48, node54, node61, node72,
node82, node84, node103, node107, node117, node152, node61,
node156, node162, node170, node182, node193, node195,
node201, node204, node213, node224, node231, node239,
node253}.

In large networks, congestion possibility increases due
to the increased distance between source and destination
nodes. In this case, NMR-DOR outperforms other two algo-
rithms because it could use turn-legally intermediate nodes
to balance traffic. For example, by comparing Fig. 7 (a) and
Fig. 8 (a), we could find that the gap between NMR-DOR
and other two algorithms is enlarged as the network size in-
creases. We could find the same phenomenon under trans-
pose and shuffle traffic patterns as shown in Fig. 8 (b) and
Fig. 8 (c). Under hotspot traffic pattern, the absolute num-
ber of packets sent to hotspot dramatically increases due to
the increased network size. Thus, the channels around the
hotspot node are highly congested. The highly congested
channels make it difficult to balance traffic even with turn-
legally intermediate nodes.

7. Discussion

Currently, the NMR-DOR is implemented on 2D meshes,
but it can be extended to other topologies if needed. The
most challenge of this extension is to find turn-legally inter-
mediate nodes in new topologies. In [5], the authors have

proposed the way to extend turn model to n-dimensional
meshes, k-ary n-cubes, and hypercubes. Thus, extending
NMR-DOR to these topologies is relative simple. As for
other topologies, such as fat-tree, we should first extend the
original turn model to them, thus we left it as the future
work.

Multiple-round routing algorithms do need the global
fault information, which was viewed as costly. In the NoC
scenario, however, getting this kind of information is rela-
tively convenient. For example, we could utilize the Build-
In-Self-Test (BIST) technique to detect faults [32], [33], and
scan out the fault information via the boundary scan chain,
JTAG.

In fact, storing intermediate node information will in-
troduce some area overhead to network interface. As stated
in [17] and [20], this kind of overhead is acceptable for most
applications. In our experiments, with the worst-case dis-
tribution of six faults, maximally 74 intermediate nodes are
needed to be stored for each node. In this case, the router re-
quires 74 bytes to store intermediate node information since
each intermediate node needs one byte memory (2 bits for
type and 6 bits for address). Furthermore, with the region-
based technique [34], the number of maximal intermediate
nodes could be reduced to be 12. Though the results are
acceptable, we are trying to design a new compression tech-
nique to further reduce the number of stored intermediate
nodes.
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The proposed NMR-DOR classifies intermediate nodes
to turn-legally and turn-illegally. Theoretically, we could
utilize arbitrary number of turn-legally intermediate nodes
inside each VC. However, according to our experiments
(not shown in this paper), utilizing more turn-legally in-
termediate nodes inside a single VC gets dismissing re-
sults. Thus, we recommend the “turn-legally+normal+turn-
legally” combination, such as the WF-NF configuration
that gets good average results in above experiments. In
application-specific scenarios, the designers should re-
evaluate all configurations, and the best configuration
maybe different.

In this paper, we focus on router failures. As for
link failures, they could be treated by assuming one of two
routers, connected by this faulty link, as faulty. As for core
failures, they could be treated by assuming the router, con-
nected with this core, as faulty, although they also could be
handled by core-level strategies, such as [35], [36].

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new multiple-round dimension-
order routing, namely NMR-DOR, that significantly im-
proves the network performance by utilizing turn-legally in-
termediate nodes. The turn-legally intermediate nodes are
those at which the turn made by the adjacent two dimension-
order routing phases are allowed by an adopted turn model.
Thus, utilizing them does not require adding extra VCs,
making the routing algorithm more cost-efficient. Further-
more, given a number of VCs, the proposed NMR-DOR
could tolerate more faults by utilizing more intermediate
nodes. Thus, more computing capacity is saved, e.g., as for
the unreachable node pairs in previous solutions, more than
50% of them are saved for networks without virtual channels
and more than 90% are saved for networks with two virtual
channels per physical channel. Finally, by evenly distribut-
ing packets that only utilize turn-legally intermediate nodes,
the packet latency is dramatically reduced compared with
existing multiple-round routing algorithms.
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